Micron Gold Medal
The medal is awarded to the best student who has obtained the highest aggregate marks in the three prescribed elective subjects with the highest mark from the following list for the degree of B.Eng(Elect): - E406 Object Oriented Software Engineering Design - E450 Computer Communications - E454 Computer Interfacing Techniques - E455 Operating Systems - E456 Computer Architecture - E458 Computer Security - E459 Compiler - E491 Database Systems Winner: SIN WAI KUAN

Panasonic Gold Medal
The medal is awarded to the best student with the highest aggregate marks in the three prescribed elective subjects with the highest marks from the following list: - E403 Integrated Circuit Design - E404 High Frequency Systems Design - E440 Digital Systems - E441 Electronic Circuit Design - E443 RF Circuit Design - E444 VLSI Circuits & Systems Winner: CHEONG JIA HAO

Rosie Hong-Ko Poh Choo Gold Medal
The gold medal is awarded to a final year student who has passed the final year examination of the Engineering course with a first class honours and who has obtained the highest aggregate mark in the following subjects: - E140 / G140 Engineers & Society - E141 Managing Human Resource & Entrepreneurship Winner: LIAN SZE WEI

Singapore Power Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the best student in the subject ‘E431 Electricity Utilisation Systems’ in the final year exam of the Engineering course (Electrical & Electronic). Winner: QUEK SWEE XIAN

Singapore Power Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the best student in the subject ‘E432 Power Electronics & Drives’ in the final year exam of the Engineering course (Electrical & Electronic). Winner: QUEK SWEE XIAN

Singapore Power Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the best student in the subject ‘E433 Power Apparatus & System Protection’ in the final year exam of the Engineering course (Electrical & Electronic). Winner: LEE CHEE KEONG (S8077178I)

Thales Electro-Optics Gold Medal
This medal is awarded to the best student who has obtained the highest aggregate marks in the three prescribed elective subjects with the highest mark from the following list for the degree of B.Eng(Elect): - E415 Optical Design - E416 Photonic System Design - E436 Optoelectronics - E437 Optical Engineering - E438 Laser Engineering - E439 Fibre Optic Communications Winner: WU JIE

Thomson Asia Pacific Holdings Gold Medal
The medal is awarded to the best student in the subject ‘E443 RF Circuit Design’ in the final year exam of the Engineering course (Electrical & Electronic). Winner: LI DANPING

NTU Alumnii Gold Medal
The medal is awarded to the final year student in the School of Electrical & Electronic Engineering who has excelled in both academic and extra-curricular activities. Winner: LE DUONG TRUC QUYNH

Singapore Mathematical Society Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the best student who has obtained the highest aggregate marks in the subjects ‘EE2006 Engineering Mathematics I’ and ‘EE2007 Engineering Mathematics II’ in the second year exam of the Engineering course (Electrical & Electronic). Winner: ZHONG TIAN

Singapore Power Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the best student in the subject ‘E314 Microprocessors’ in the third year exam of the Engineering course (Electrical & Electronic). Winner: TAN PEI YUN (S20619015788)

Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the top student in the subject ‘E315 Electrical Energy Systems & Conversion’ in the third year exam of the Engineering course (Electrical & Electronic). Winner: ALEXANDER TANZIL

Industrial Attachment Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the student in the Electrical and Electronic Engineering course who has distinguished himself with the best overall performance in Industrial Attachment. Winner: TOH KOK WEI, JUSTIN

Industrial Attachment Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the student in the Electrical and Electronic Engineering course who has distinguished himself with meritorious overall performance in Industrial Attachment. Winner: TAN TIAN

Industrial Attachment Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the student in the Electrical and Electronic Engineering course who has distinguished himself with commendable overall performance in Industrial Attachment. Winner: ISAC JOSEPH JAMES

Industrial Attachment Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the student in the Electrical and Electronic Engineering course who has distinguished himself with commendable overall performance in Industrial Attachment. Winner: JIANG JISU

Industrial Attachment Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the student in the Electrical and Electronic Engineering course who has distinguished himself with commendable overall performance in Industrial Attachment. Winner: TAN GEOK CHOON

Industrial Attachment Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the student in the Electrical and Electronic Engineering course who has distinguished himself with commendable overall performance in Industrial Attachment. Winner: ZHANG HONG YAO

Industrial Attachment Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the student in the Electrical and Electronic Engineering course who has distinguished himself with commendable overall performance in Industrial Attachment. Winner: CHEW JIA WEI, EDWIN

Industrial Attachment Book Prize
The prize is awarded to the student in the Electrical and Electronic Engineering course who has distinguished himself with commendable overall performance in Industrial Attachment. Winner: TOH YUE KHING